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Abstract. This paper makes a brief historical review, from the user point of view, of the impact of the different
covariance data made available during this period, then look at today current situation in the different evaluated
ﬁles, using practical examples. In particular, the performance, in terms of C/E, of two of the most recent and
reliable evaluate ﬁles, CIELO and CIELO-2, is presented for a set of selected integral experiments. Moreover,
this performance is compared for consistency against the uncertainty computed with two of the current most
used covariance data (COMMARA-2.0 and COMACV1). A limited number of comparisons are also shown
relative to the JENDL-4 data. Of speciﬁc interest is the observed difference due separately to the diagonal and
off-diagonal (correlations) contributions. Finally, some perspective and future needs are discussed.

1 Introduction
In the last two decades there has been a signiﬁcant effort by
the neutron cross section evaluators in generating new high
quality data and in parallel a large effort has been made for
producing covariance matrices to be used mainly in
uncertainty analyses and data assimilations. The need
for good quality covariance data was expressed, motivated,
and quantiﬁed by the users especially in view of reductions
of safety margins and economical optimization of advanced
reactor designs.
This paper intends to offer an assessment of the current
situation on cross section covariance matrices from the
point of view of a user. First a brief historical review of the
use of covariance data for uncertainty quantiﬁcation
purposes will be provided, and then some background
information, both theoretical and practical, will be
illustrated. Next, a look will be taken at what is the
performance (i.e. impact on measurement/calculations
discrepancy) of three of the most recent and reliable
evaluate ﬁles: CIELO (aka ENDF/B-VIIIb4) [1] and
CIELO-2 (aka JEFF3.3T3) [2], and JENDL-4 [3].
CIELO (Collaborative International Evaluated Library
Organization) has provided a new working frame to
facilitate evaluated nuclear reaction data advances. It
has brought together experts from across the international
nuclear reaction data community to identify and document
discrepancies among existing evaluated data libraries,
measured data, and model calculation interpretations, and
has aimed to make progress in reconciling these discrepancies to create more accurate ENDF-formatted ﬁles. The
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focus has initially been on a small number of the highestpriority isotopes, namely 1H, 16O, 56Fe, 235,238U, and 239Pu.
The performance in terms of discrepancies between
calculated and measured values will be compared for
consistency against the uncertainty computed with two of
the current most used covariance data. In particular, effect
for speciﬁc isotope and reactions will be shown, limited for
space constraints to the two CIELO data sets.
Finally, some conclusions, perspectives and future
needs will be provided.

2 Brief historical review
The ﬁrst library that provided “serious” covariance data
was ENDF/B-IV distributed in the second half of the 70’.
This library was not open for use outside the United States.
In parallel at the same period codes were developed for
calculating sensitivity coefﬁcients for integral parameters
and for processing covariance data (e.g. PUFF [4] at
ORNL). This would allow performing uncertainty quantiﬁcation evaluations.
After a ﬁrst burst of interest, however, the use of
covariance data fell in “disgrace” with few exceptions, for
instance applications to fast reactor design. In fact, the
authors of this paper published in the mid 80’ an article [5]
where they used an in house very crude covariance matrix
that computed an uncertainty for the critical mass of a
large sodium cooled fast reactor of ∼1000 pcm.
A long time went by with no major activities until
JENDL-3 came toward the end of the 90’ with a quite
comprehensive set of isotopes and reactions with covariance data. In 2005 [6] again the authors of this paper
issued, “provocatively”, a in house covariance data set for
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several isotopes, which included physically based correlations (e.g. by energy range and cross section characteristics: resolved and unresolved resonance ranges, heavy
isotopes inelastic cross section threshold, ﬁssion cross
section thresholds, etc.), and was derived through an
educated guess based on nuclear data performance in the
analysis of selected clean integral experiments. This in
turn induced a feedback from the nuclear data evaluators
of the western world that lead to produce more reliable
and useful covariance data sets.
The in house covariance data was used for several works
of uncertainty quantiﬁcations including ADS applications
[7,8]. Interestingly enough, the uncertainty for the critical
mass of a large sodium cooled fast reactor was ∼1000 pcm.
At this point the nuclear data evaluators had received the
message and the ﬁrst, still “low quality” (i.e. a limited effort
was put in producing this set, giving priority to a ﬁrst
uncertainty analysis and its requirements), covariance
data matrix, BOLNA (collaboration among BNL, ORNL,
LANL, NRG, ANL) [9], was produced and extensively used
for the seminal work of WPEC SG26 [10]. The uncertainty
for the critical mass of a large sodium cooled fast reactor
was still ∼1000 pcm.
The rest is history of our days with “high quality”
covariance data in all major data libraries (ENDF, JEFF,
JENDL); however, the uncertainty for the critical mass of a
large sodium cooled fast reactor is still ∼1000 pcm.
This value using the different previously mentioned
covariance matrices was the results of different components, but, in general, is dominated by the large
contribution of the uncertainty of 238U inelastic reaction.
This already indicated the struggle, during all these years,
with improving such an important cross section for the
design of advanced fast reactors.

3 Background and premises of computed
values
In order to calculate the C/E performances corresponding
to two sets of CIELO isotopes, the linearity hypothesis was
used and the calculated values related to the CIELO
isotopes was derived by using sensitivity coefﬁcients. The
following formula was used for deriving the new calculated
value C 0 :
C 0 ¼ C  ð1 þ S  Ds=sÞ;

ð1Þ

where C is the reference calculated value, S the sensitivity
coefﬁcients for the measured quantity and the corresponding s cross sections. The reference value C was obtained
using the ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section library [11] and the
best available computational tool (Monte Carlo).
In order to derive the Ds/s relative variations the
inﬁnite dilute cross sections were used. In fact, all the
experiments shown later are related to fast spectrum
systems and in this case the use of the inﬁnite dilute cross
sections is justiﬁed as illustrated in [8]. They were
computed for the three cross section sets (ENDF/B-VII.0,
CIELO, and CIELO-2) using the latest version of (.84) of
NJOY2012 [12].

Fig. 1. 239Pu ﬁssion uncertainty and energy correlation:
COMMARA-2.0

An initial large set of 158 experiments was used [13]. This
set includes not only criticality and reaction rate (spectral
indices) measurements but also sample irradiations, reactivity measurements and neutron propagation experiments.
Results shown later in this paper are limited only to the most
signiﬁcant ones and will not include the energy breakdown,
even though this information is available.
Regarding covariance matrices, the two covariance
matrices more extensively used in the analysis are
COMMARA-2.0 [14] and COMACV1 [15]. Even if the
covariance matrix is available for CIELO-2, this one has
not been used because it includes an adjustment that uses
an integral experiment (JEZEBEL). The fact of using only
one experiment could completely skew the covariance data.
In general, using only one integral experiment will severely
limit the amount of information that is necessary to
correctly perform the data assimilation and could be at the
origin of some compensating effects. In general the issue of
including adjusted data in the original evaluations is a
controversial issue, still under discussion in international
bodies, such as the NEA WPEC Expert Groups. Finally, as
indicated above, some JENDL-4 data were also included
for a preliminary and still partial analysis.
Both covariance matrices originally do not include the
P1 elastic data. The matrices were, therefore, completed
using the corresponding JENDL-4 [4] P1 covariance data.
This is a signiﬁcant missing in view of the large impact in
many types of experiments. The users expect that also the
secondary energy distribution for inelastic scattering
covariance data would have a signiﬁcant impact on
uncertainty analysis. Moreover, a signiﬁcant impact can
be expected when cross correlations among isotopes will be
included (today only one exists related to 235U ﬁssion).
As illustration for the differences among the covariance
matrices we show in Figures 1–6 those relative to 239Pu
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Fig. 2. 239Pu ﬁssion uncertainty and energy correlation:
COMACV1.

Fig. 3.
JENDL-4.

239

Pu ﬁssion uncertainty and energy correlation:

ﬁssion and 238U inelastic for three covariance matrices:
COMMARA-2.0, COMACV1, and JENDl-4. As it can be
seen, the differences are quite remarkable for both diagonal
uncertainties and correlations:
– In the case of Pu-239 ﬁssion, the diagonal values are
rather small in the three ﬁles (slightly higher in
COMACV1), but the energy correlations above ∼10 keV
are much smaller in COMMARA with respect to the
other two data ﬁles.
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Fig. 4. 238U inelastic uncertainty and energy correlation:
COMMARA-2.0.

Fig. 5. 238U inelastic uncertainty and energy correlation:
COMACV1.

In the case of U-238 inelastic, both the diagonal values
and the energy correlations are rather different in the three
ﬁles, with, e.g., “longer” correlations in energy below few
MeV in the case of COMACV1The analysis looks at two
main consistencies:
– the consistency between the individual (E-C)/E of the
two evaluated ﬁles and the associated uncertainties
calculated with the two covariance matrices;
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Fig. 6. 238U inelastic uncertainty and energy correlation:
JENDL-4.

– the consistency between the differences (impact on the
C/E) between the two evaluated ﬁles and the corresponding uncertainties.
For this latter case also we look at the differences
between the uncertainties obtained with the two covariance matrices of individual isotopes and, among others, at
the impact of correlations.

4 Analysis of consistency between covariance
matrices and C/E
The ﬁrst set of experiments considered is that of the LANL
small criticals. In Table 1 we show, for some integral
measured parameters of this set of experiments, the (C-E)/E
for both CIELO and CIELO-2 and the corresponding
uncertainties computed with COMMARA 2.0 and COMACV1 covariance matrices. We also report for illustration the
(C-E)/E for JENDL-4, without uncertainties.
As for the C-E/E values, the performances of the three
ﬁles, even if not always comparable, are not radically
different. Some signiﬁcant differences among the ﬁles are
found, e.g., for the ZPR-3-53 keff and the ZPPR-15 keff.
This last case is of particular interest, since that
experiment is rather representative of fast cores presently
under study in different laboratories.
When a more detailed investigation is performed, it can
be observed that in general there is, e.g., a good agreement
among the (C-E)/E of CIELO and CIELO-2 for this set of
experiments; however, we will soon see that this can be
misleading, because, in some cases, it is the result of huge
compensations. There is a good agreement also on the
uncertainties calculated with the two covariance matrices
except for the case of the BIGTEN 238U ﬁssion spectral

index. Also noticeable is the fact that the COMACV1
uncertainty is lower than the calculation/experiment
discrepancy for the same integral parameter as well as
for the BIGTEN 237Np ﬁssion spectral index.
In Table 2 we take a deeper look at the curious case of the
JEZEBEL critical mass integral. In Table 2 (No. 1) we show
the differences associated to the 239Pu isotope by reaction on
the calculated values using CIELO and CIELO-2 (again
linear perturbation theory is used), while in Table 2 (Nos. 2
and 3) we report the uncertainty by component obtained
using the COMMARA 2.0 covariance matrix, where Table 2
(No. 2) has no correlation taken into account whereas in
Table 2 (No. 3) the uncertainty computed values correlation.
Similarly, Table 2 (Nos. 4 and 5) show the corresponding
values using COMACV1 covariance matrix.
The ﬁrst striking point is that the small total difference
(less than 100 pcm) is the result of large compensation. In
effect, there is ∼800 pcm difference on the inelastic term
that is compensated by large (few hundred pcm each)
positive differences on the elastic, P1, and ﬁssion
components.
When summed independently from the signs, the total
is 1760 pcm that indicates the high degree of compensation. Concerning the total uncertainty values there is a
factor ∼two between the two covariance matrices, and,
interestingly enough, the correlation effect goes on the
opposite side: lowering the total for COMMARA 2.0 and
increasing it in COMACV1. Looking at the component
again we have contradicting correlation effects among the
two covariance sets for the elastic and inelastic components, while for the ﬁssion one the increasing effect of the
correlation is a lot more pronounced for the COMAC-V1
values. We will remark that the correlations contributions
to the uncertainty is mostly coming from the correlations
in energy, as, in fact, correlations among reactions are
scarce in the two matrices (as in other major uncertainty
data ﬁles), while those among isotopes are, practically, not
existent.
In Table 3 there is a summary for selected ZPRs
assemblies and different integral parameters (critical
masses and spectral indices). As for the following cases,
sensitivity analysis results were extensively discussed in
previous publications (see e.g. Ref. [13]). The discrepancies
between calculations and experiments are particularly
remarkable for the Keff of the ZPR9-34 and ZPR3-54 for
both sets CIELO and CIELO-2. In the case of ZPR9-34 the
main discrepancies come from 56Fe and 235U, while for
ZPR3-54, which has an iron reﬂector, the major impact is
related to 56Fe. In both cases also the two covariance
matrices fail to cover the discrepancies. As for the
JEZEBEL case, in Table 4 we present a detailed analysis
relative to the ZPR9-34 Keff case and 235U.
In Table 4 (No. 1), where the differences between
CIELO-2 and CIELO are shown, the largest impact is
associated to the capture term. Regarding uncertainties
(Tab. 4 (Nos. 2 to 5)) COMACV1 produces signiﬁcant
greater value for the total uncertainty, but this is still not
enough for covering the discrepancy between calculation
and experiments. Again, the capture term dominates the
uncertainty, while the effect of correlations looks quite
similar in the two covariance matrices.
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Table 1. (C-E)/E of CIELO and CIELO-2 isotopes and consistency with uncertainty of COMMARA 2.0 and
COMACV1: LANL Small Criticals (%).
Experiment

CIELO-2
(C-E)/E

CIELO
(C-E)/E

JENDL-4.0
(C-E)/E

COMMARA
Uncertainty

COMACV1
Uncertainty

JEZEBEL Keff
JEZEBEL F28/F25
GODIVA Keff
GODIVA F28/F25
FLATTOP Keff
FLATTOP F28/F25
BIGTEN Keff
BIGTEN F28/F25
BIGTEN F37/F25

0.143
1.41
0.360
3.30
0.070
1.53
0.351
8.67
4.21

0.085
1.08
0.061
3.49
0.250
0.57
0.024
5.47
6.46

0.069
-3.34
0.340
3.17
0.371
2.58
0.529
3.56
1.72

0.646
3.68
1.003
4.38
0.861
3.08
2.582
13.06
6.98

1.211
3.71
1.197
5.17
1.318
3.62
1.718
5.22
4.54

Table 2. (C-E)/E of CIELO and CIELO-2 239Pu and consistency with uncertainty of COMMARA 2.0 and COMACV1:
JEZEBEL.
No.
1

P1 Elas

Fiss.

Nubar

x

Sum

0.228

0.256

0.040

0.093

0.085

JEZEBEL Keff COMMARA Uncertainty No Correlation (%)
Pu
0.188
0.396
0.036
0.068

0.237

0.065

0.878

1.0145

JEZEBEL Keff COMMARA Uncertainty with Correlation (%)
Pu
0.415
0.640
0.079
0.149

0.343

0.082

0.162

0.646

JEZEBEL Keff COMAC Uncertainty No Correlation (%)
Pu
0.031
0.068
0.015
0.068

0.435

0.135

0.896

1.0103

JEZEBEL Keff COMAC Uncertainty with Correlation (%)
Pu
0.109
0.188
0.154
0.149

1.156

0.210

0.249

1.211

Isotope/Reaction

Elast.

Inel.

Capt.

JEZEBEL Keff CIELO-2–CIELO Difference (%)
Pu
0.318
0.790
0.035

239

2

239

3

239

4

239

5

239

Table 3. (C-E)/E of CIELO and CIELO-2 isotopes and consistency with uncertainty of COMMARA 2.0 and
COMACV1: ZPRs. (%).
Experiment

CIELO-2
(C-E)/E

CIELO
(C-E)/E

JENDL-4
(C-E)/E

COMMARA
Uncertainty

COMACV1
Uncertainty

ZPR6/7 Keff
ZPR6/7 F28/F25
ZPR6/7 C28/F25
ZPR6/6A Keff
ZPR9-34 Keff
ZPR3-53 Keff
ZPR3-54 Keff

0.833
1.64
2.68
0.558
3.660
0.862
2.438

0.123
0.60
0.28
0.003
2.879
0.760
2.742

1.0270
0.86
1.63
0.634
2.888
1.811
3.109

0.994
6.47
1.51
1.605
2.404
1.734
1.069

1.153
3.17
1.38
2.306
3.033
1.102
1.244
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Table 4. (C-E)/E of CIELO and CIELO-2 235U and consistency with uncertainty of COMMARA 2.0 and COMACV1:
ZPR9-34.
No.
1

P1 Elas

Fiss.

Nubar

x

Sum

0.002

0.087

0.178

0.012

0.724

ZPR9-34 Keff COMMARA Uncertainty No Correlation (%)
235
U
0.008
0.037
0.600
0.009

0.132

0.070

1.459

1.582

ZPR9-34 Keff COMMARA Uncertainty with Correlation (%)
235
U
0.135
0.074
1.854
0.018

0.226

0.110

0.097

1.880

ZPR9-34 Keff COMAC Uncertainty No Correlation (%)
235
U
0.009
0.037
0.920
0.009

0.180

0.125

1.456

1.737

ZPR9-34 Keff COMAC Uncertainty with Correlation (%)
235
U
0.208
0.072
2.879
0.018

0.266

0.187

0.097

2.907

Isotope/Reaction

Elast.

Inel.

Capt.

ZPR9-34 Keff CIELO-2–CIELO Difference (%)
U
0.005
0.067
0.683

235

2

3

4

5

Table 5. (C-E)/E of CIELO and CIELO-2 isotopes and consistency with uncertainty of COMMARA 2.0 and
COMACV1: ZPPRs. (%).
Experiment

CIELO-2
(C-E)/E

CIELO
(C-E)/E

JENDL-4.0
(C-E)/E

COMMAR
Uncertainty

COMACV1
Uncertainty

ZPPR-9 Keff
ZPPR-9 F28/F25
ZPPR-9 C28/F25
ZPPR-9 STEP 3
ZPPR-9 STEP 5
ZPPR-10 Keff
ZPPR-10 STEP 2
ZPPR-10 STEP 3
ZPPR-10 STEP 6
ZPPR-10 STEP 9
ZPPR-10 Central Control Rod
ZPPR-15 Keff

0.717
-5.44
2.76
8.35
4.65
0.781
24.22
13.36
11.88
9.55
6.09
1.221

0.178
0.27
0.32
4.33
0.80
0.105
19.22
8.80
7.36
5.09
6.17
0.004

0.903
2.13
1.54
4.58
0.39
0.986
19.42
8.94
6. 80
3.72
4.99
0.985

1.220
8.02
1.55
7.64
9.88
1.135
7.01
7.07
7.95
9.06
1.61
0.985

1.183
3.29
1.40
6.07
8.05
1.171
6.19
6.32
7.15
8.22
1.95
1.242

In Table 5 we summarize the results for selected
ZPPR assemblies. Besides critical masses and spectral
indices, we report also results for the sodium void
reactivity measurements, and a central control rod
worth. For the sodium void reactivity very large
discrepancies are observed for both ﬁles and the two
covariance matrices fail to compute an adequate
uncertainty consistent with the observed discrepancies.
It is interesting to note that CIELO-2 has a notable
discrepancy for the ZPPR-15, which is the reference
assembly used for validating metal fuel, Keff while CIELO
is right on the spot.
Table 6 shows the results for several reaction rates
slopes of the ASPIS-88 campaign, a neutron propagation
experiment in a block of iron. Very large discrepancies are

found for the slopes of the reactions very sensitive in the
hard part of the spectrum and both covariance matrices
seem to be inadequate to explain this poor behavior. Of
course, the major impact is related to 56Fe for which we do a
more detailed analysis in the case of the S(n, p) reaction
rate ratio measured at two different penetrations in the
iron block (see Tab. 7).
Regarding differences between CIELO-2 and CIELO
the largest impact is related to the inelastic term, but also
the elastic and P1 anisotropy give signiﬁcant discrepancy.
Looking at the total uncertainties they look consistent;
however, the correlation effect of the inelastic term has
opposite behavior between the two covariance matrices.
This is the case also for the elastic term. For illustration we
show in Figures 7 and 8 the uncertainty and correlation
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Table 6. (C-E)/E of CIELO and CIELO-2 isotopes and consistency with uncertainty of COMMARA 2.0 and
COMACV1: ASPIS FE-88. (%).
EXPERIMENT

CIELO-2
(C-E)/E

CIELO (C-E)/E

JENDL-4.0
(C-E)/E

COMMARA
Uncertainty

COMACV1
Uncertainty

ASPIS
ASPIS
ASPIS
ASPIS
ASPIS
ASPIS
ASPIS

29.72
16.22
21.04
0.34
2.64
2.34
6.29

14.82
19.13
26.55
1.56
4.99
0.31
2.09

0.55
10.23
14.51
0.78
6.27
1.34
5.20

31.66
10.59
15.46
1.84
14.63
2.57
6.11

30.06
12.39
16.89
1.74
6.50
1.60
3.57

FE-88
FE-88
FE-88
FE-88
FE-88
FE-88
FE-88

Al (n,a) A7
S (n,p) A12/A7
S (n,p) A14/A7
In (n,inel) A11/A7
Rh (n,inel) A14/A7
Au (n,g) A11/A7
Au (n,g) A14/A7

Table 7. (C-E)/E of CIELO and CIELO-2 56Fe and consistency with uncertainty of COMMARA 2.0 and COMACV1:
ASPIS FE-88.
Isotope/Reaction
ASPIS
Fe
ASPIS
56
Fe
ASPIS
56
Fe
ASPIS
56
Fe
ASPIS
56
Fe
56

Elast.

Inel.

Capt.

P1 Elas

Fiss.

FE-88 S (n,p) A14/A7 CIELO-2–CIELO Difference (%)
10.56
33.24
0.16
6.68
–
FE-88 S (n,p) A14/A7 COMMARA Uncertainty No Correlation (%)
9.95
15.16
0.14
1.01
–
FE-88 S (n,p) A14/A7 COMMARA Uncertainty with Correlation (%)
7.04
13.70
0.04
1.11
–
FE-88 S (n,p) A14/A7 COMAC Uncertainty No Correlation (%)
10.31
7.27
0.35
1.01
–
FE-88 S (n,p) A14/A7 COMAC Uncertainty with Correlation (%)
14.02
9.32
0.49
1.11
–

Fig. 7. 56Fe inelastic uncertainty and energy correlation:
COMMARA-2.0.

Nubar

x

Sum

–

–

29.20

–

–

18.16

–

–

15.44

–

–

12.66

–

–

16.87

values for the two covariance matrices of the 56Fe inelastic
cross sections. As it can be observed, the differences are
quite signiﬁcant for both diagonal uncertainties and
correlations. This is a further indication to the evaluator
communities of potential inconsistencies that will have an
impact on applications and their credibility.
We now summarize the major ﬁnding of this investigation.
In assessing the differences between the CIELO and
CIELO-2 cross sections we can make the following remarks:
– As general observation from the point of view of a user,
one can say that we are far away from reaching a
consensus both on nominal values and on covariance
data.
– The case of the JEZEBEL critical mass is emblematic.
The large compensations among the different reactions
(elastic, inelastic, P1, and ﬁssion) yield the same critical
mass. The user is disoriented: where is the truth?
– Regarding the 5 CIELO isotopes, the major impacts are
related to:
• 235U, 238U capture
• 238U, 56Fe, 239Pu inelastic
• 239Pu nubar
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Among recommendations to evaluators that can be
done from a user point of view, we can list:
– Provide the missing data in covariance matrix: P1 elastic,
secondary energy distribution for inelastic cross sections
(multigroup transfer matrix), cross correlations (reactions
and isotopes), delayed data (nubar and ﬁssion spectra).
– Finer energy grid and eigenvalue decomposition of the
covariance matrix will be welcome for use in Monte Carlo
assimilation [16].
– In integral testing look also if the observed C/E
discrepancy is consistent with covariance data.
When covariance will be available for CIELO isotopes,
more relevant feedback could be provided through data
assimilation using PIA strategy [17], which is intended for
avoiding compensations, and careful choice among available experiments.

Fig. 8. 56Fe inelastic uncertainty and energy correlation:
COMACV1.

Regarding the consistency between the two covariance
matrices, we can make the following observations:
– In many instances the calculated uncertainties would not
cover the C/E spread of the experiments. This is true at
one sigma level, while at two sigma most, but not all, the
spreads would be covered.
– Of speciﬁc interest is the effect of the correlations. In
some cases the difference in correlations leads to a
different sign in the contribution to the total uncertainty:
what can explain this completely different behavior?
– Regarding speciﬁc differences between the two covariance matrices related to the 5 isotopes, the major impacts
are associated to:
• 16O: elastic
• 56Fe: elastic, inelastic
• 235U: capture.
• 238U: ﬁssion
• 239Pu: inelastic, ﬁssion.

5 Conclusions
Despite signiﬁcant efforts in generating new high quality
neutron cross section data and in producing associated
covariance matrices, the state of affairs is not yet fully
satisfactory. The user is puzzled by many inconsistencies
among evaluated cross sections and corresponding covariance data that in many cases fail to explain discrepancies
between measurements and calculations for integral
experiments. Moreover, the observed differences on
correlation effects between two covariance matrices more
speciﬁcally used in this paper, are quite noticeable.
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